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FOREWORD
The Uniform CPA Examination is prepared by the Board of Examiners of the American Institute of Certified 
Public Accountants and is used by the examining boards of all fifty states, the District of Columbia, Puerto 
Rico, Guam, and the U.S. Virgin Islands as a prerequisite for issuance of CPA certificates.
This supplement to the AICPA publication Selected Questions and Unofficial Answers Indexed to Content 
Specification Outlines contains selected questions and unofficial answers from past Uniform CPA Examina­
tions. To assist candidates in studying for the Examination, the selected multiple-choice questions and 
unofficial answers have been indexed in accordance with the Content Specification Outlines.
All questions are identified by a boldface code that begins with R and the year (e.g., 98). Each individual 
multiple-choice question is indexed according to the area and group it tests. Each other objective answer 
format (OOAF) question is indexed according to the area it tests and in certain cases to the group it tests. 
Each essay question or problem is indexed according to the area it tests and in certain cases to the group 
it tests.
Although the questions and unofficial answers may be used for many purposes, the principal reason for 
their publication is to help candidates prepare for and write the Uniform CPA Examination. Candidates are 
also encouraged to read Information for Uniform CPA Examination Candidates, which describes the content, 
grading and other administrative aspects of the Uniform CPA Examination.
The questions were selected by the staff of the AICPA Examinations Team on the basis of current value 
and pertinence. The unofficial answers were prepared by the staff of the Examinations Team and reviewed 
by the Board of Examiners, but are not purported to be official positions of the American Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants.
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE ITEMS—SELECTED QUESTIONS
Business Law and Professional Responsibilities
I. Professional and Legal Responsibilities
C. Responsibilities in Other Professional Services
R99#1. Which of the following services is a CPA gener­
ally required to perform when conducting a personal 
financial planning engagement?
A. Assisting the client to identify tasks that are 
essential in order to act on planning decisions.
B. Assisting the client to take action on planning 
decisions.
C. Monitoring progress in achieving goals.
D. Updating recommendations and revising plan­
ning decisions.
E. Common Law Liability to Clients and Third 
Parties
R99#2. Which of the following statements is(are) cor­
rect regarding the common law elements that must be 
proven to support a finding of constructive fraud against 
a CPA?
I. The plaintiff has justifiably relied on the CPA’s 
misrepresentation.
II. The CPA has acted in a grossly negligent manner.
A. I only.
B. II only.
C. Both I and II.
D. Neither I nor II.
F. Federal Statutory Liability
R99#3. Under the liability provisions of Section 11 of 
the Securities Act of 1933, an auditor may help to estab­
lish the defense of due diligence if
I. The auditor performed an additional review of the 
audited statements to ensure that the statements were 
accurate as of the effective date of a registration 
statement.
II. The auditor complied with GAAS.
A. I only.
B. II only.
C. Both I and II.
D. Neither I nor II.
II. Business Organizations
A. Agency
3. Liabilities and Authority of Agents and 
Principals
R99#4. Which of the following statements is(are) cor­
rect regarding the relationship between an agent and a 
nondisclosed principal?
I. The principal is required to indemnify the agent for 
any contract entered into by the agent within the 
scope of the agency agreement.
II. The agent has the same actual authority as if the 
principal had been disclosed.
A. I only.
B. II only.
C. Both I and II.
D. Neither I nor II.
B. Partnerships, Joint Ventures, and Other 
Unincorporated Associations
2. Liabilities and Authority of Partners and 
Owners
R99#5. When a partner in a general partnership lacks 
actual or apparent authority to contract on behalf of the 
partnership, and the party contracted with is aware of this 
fact, the partnership will be bound by the contract if the 
other partners
Ratify the 
contract
Amend the partnership 
agreement
A. Yes Yes
B. Yes No
C. No Yes
D. No No
C. Corporations
4. Reorganization and Dissolution
R99#6. Under the Revised Model Business Corporation 
Act, a dissenting stockholder’s appraisal right generally 
applies to which of the following corporate actions?
Consolidations Short-form mergers
A. Yes Yes
B. Yes No
C. No Yes
D. No No
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D. Estates and Trusts
4. Distributions
R99#7. A will provided that an estate was to be distrib­
uted “per stirpes” to the deceased’s heirs. The only possi­
ble heirs are two daughters, who each have three children, 
and two children of a predeceased son. What fraction of 
the estate will each child of the predeceased son receive?
A. 0
B. 1/10
C. 1/6
D. 1/4
III. Contracts
B. Performance
R99#8. Which of the following will release all original 
parties to a contract but will maintain a contractual rela­
tionship between the original parties?
Novation Substituted contract
A. Yes Yes
B. Yes No
C. No Yes
D. No No
D. Discharge, Breach, and Remedies
R99#9. Which of the following concepts affect(s) the 
amount of monetary damages recoverable by the non­
breaching party when a contract is breached?
Forseeability 
of damages
Mitigation 
of damages
A. Yes Yes
B. Yes No
C. No Yes
D. No No
IV. Debtor-Creditor Relationships
C. Third-Party Assignments
R99#10. Under the liquidation provisions of Chapter 7 
of the federal Bankruptcy Code, certain property acquired 
by the debtor after the filing of the petition becomes part 
of the bankruptcy estate. An example of such property 
is
A. Municipal bond interest received by the debtor 
within 180 days after the filing of the petition.
B. Alimony received by the debtor within one 
year after the filing of the petition.
C. Social Security payments received by the 
debtor within 180 days after the filing of the 
petition.
D. Gifts received by the debtor within one year 
after the filing of the petition.
V. Government Regulation of Business
A. Federal Securities Acts
R99#11. Under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, 
which of the following conditions generally will allow 
an issuer of securities to terminate the registration of a 
class of securities and suspend the duty to file periodic
reports?
The corporation The securities are
has fewer than listed on a national
300 shareholders securities exchange
A. Yes Yes
B. Yes No
C. No Yes
D. No No
C. Environmental Regulation
R99#12. Which of the following actions should a busi­
ness take to qualify for leniency if an environmental 
violation has been committed?
Conduct Report environmental
environmental violations to the
audits government
A. Yes Yes
B. Yes No
C. No Yes
D. No No
R99#13. Which of the following parties is(are) respon­
sible for enforcing federal air and water quality standards?
Industry
associations
Political action 
groups
A. Yes Yes
B. Yes No
C. No Yes
D. No No
VI. Uniform Commercial Code
A. Negotiable Instruments
R99#14. Which of the following instruments is subject 
to the provisions of the Negotiable Instruments Article 
of the UCC?
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A. A bill of lading.
B. A warehouse receipt.
C. A certificate of deposit.
D. An investment security.
B. Sales
R99#15. Under the Sales Article of the UCC, when a 
contract for the sale of goods stipulates that the seller 
ship the goods by common carrier “F.O.B.purchaser’s 
loading dock,’’ which of the parties bears the risk of loss 
during shipment?
A. The purchaser, because risk of loss passes when 
the goods are delivered to the carrier.
B. The purchaser, because title to the goods passes 
at the time of shipment.
C. The seller, because risk of loss passes only 
when the goods reach the purchaser’s loading 
dock.
D. The seller, because risk of loss remains with 
the seller until the goods are accepted by the 
purchaser.
D. Documents of Title
R99#16. Under the Documents of Title Article of the 
UCC, which of the following acts may excuse or limit a 
common carrier’s liability for damage to goods in transit?
A. Vandalism.
B. Power outage.
C. Willful acts of third parties.
D. Providing for a contractual dollar liability limi­
tation.
VII. Property
A. Real Property Including Insurance
R99#17. In 1992, King bought a building for $250,000. 
At that time, King took out a $200,000 fire insurance 
policy with Omni Insurance Co. and a $50,000 fire insur­
ance policy with Safe Insurance Corp. Each policy con­
tained a standard 80% coinsurance clause. In 1996, when 
the building had a fair market value of $300,000, a fire 
caused $200,000 in damage. What dollar amount would 
King recover from Omni?
A. $100,000
B. $150,000
C. $160,000
D. $200,000
B. Personal Property Including Bailments and
Computer Technology Rights
A. A government subsidy is a personal property 
right that may not be discontinued.
B. Social Security benefits are not personal prop­
erty rights and may be discontinued at any time.
C. A CPA’s license to practice is a personal prop­
erty right that may not be taken away without 
due process of law.
D. A license to operate a liquor store is a personal 
property right that is freely transferable.
R99#19. Which of the following items generally will 
be considered personal property?
A. Crops sold as part of the sale of land.
B. Plumbing fixtures sold as part of the sale of a 
house.
C. Copyrights.
D. Air rights.
R99#18. Which of the following statements concerning 
personal property is correct?
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE ITEMS—UNOFFICIAL ANSWERS
Business Law and Professional Responsibilities
I. Professional and Legal Responsibilities IV. Debtor-Creditor Relationships
C. Responsibilities in Other Professional Services C. Third-Party Assignments
R99#1. A
E. Common Law Liability to Clients and Third 
Parties
R99#2. C
F. Federal Statutory Liability
R99#3. C
II. Business Organizations
A. Agency
3. Liabilities and Authority of Agents and 
Principals
R99#4. C
B. Partnerships, Joint Ventures, and Other 
Unincorporated Associations
2. Liabilities and Authority of Partners and 
Owners
R99#5. B
C. Corporations
4. Reorganization and Dissolution
R99#6. A
D. Estates and Trusts
4. Distributions
R99#7. C
III. Contracts
B. Performance
R99#8. C
D. Discharge, Breach, and Remedies
R99#9. A
R99#10. A
V. Government Regulation of Business
A. Federal Securities Acts
R99#11. B
C. Environmental Regulation
R99#12. A
R99#13. D
VI. Uniform Commercial Code
A. Negotiable Instruments
R99#14. C
B. Sales
R99#15. C
D. Documents of Title
R99#16. D
VII. Property
A. Real Property Including Insurance
R99#17. C
B. Personal Property Including Bailments and 
Computer Technology Rights
R99#18. C
R99#19. C
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Financial Planning.
Clarkson, Miller, Jentz, & Cross, West’s Business Law, 7th ed. (West, 1998).
Federal Bankruptcy Code.
Mann & Roberts, Smith & Roberson’s Business Law, 10th ed. (West, 1997).
Uniform Commercial Code—Sales Article; Negotiable Instruments Article; Documents of Title Article; Secured Transac­
tions Article.
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE ITEMS—SELECTED QUESTIONS 
Auditing
I. Plan the Engagement, Evaluate the Prospective 
Client and Engagement, Decide Whether to Accept 
or Continue the Client and the Engagement, and
Enter Into an Agreement with the Client
A. Determine Nature and Scope of Engagement
2. Standards for Accounting and Review 
Services
R99#1. An accountant has compiled the financial state­
ments of a nonpublic entity in accordance with Statements 
on Standards for Accounting and Review Services 
(SSARS). Does SSARS require that the compilation 
report be printed on the accountant’s letterhead and that 
the report be manually signed by the accountant?
Printed on the Manually signed
accountant’s letterhead by the accountant
A. Yes Yes
B. Yes No
C. No Yes
D. No No
5. Other Assurance Services
R99#2. Which of the following is a term for an attest 
engagement in which a CPA assesses a client’s commer­
cial Internet site for predefined criteria that are designed 
to measure transaction integrity, information protection, 
and disclosure of business practices?
A. ElectroNet.
B. EDIFACT.
C. TechSafe.
D. WebTrust.
R99#3. An entity engaged a CPA to determine whether 
the client’s web sites meet defined criteria for standard 
business practices and controls over transaction integrity 
and information protection. In performing this engage­
ment, the CPA should comply with the provisions of
A. Statements on Assurance Standards.
B. Statements on Standards for Attestation 
Engagements.
C. Statements on Standards for Management Con­
sulting Services.
D. Statements on Auditing Standards.
B. Assess Engagement Risk and the CPA Firm’s 
Ability to Perform the Engagement
1. Engagement Responsibilities
R99#4. Under the Private Securities Litigation Reform 
Act of 1995, Baker, CPA, reported certain uncorrected
illegal acts to Supermart’s board of directors. Baker 
believed that failure to take remedial action would warrant 
a qualified audit opinion because the illegal acts had 
a material effect on Supermart’s financial statements. 
Supermart failed to take appropriate remedial action and 
the board of directors refused to inform the SEC that it 
had received such notification from Baker. Under these 
circumstances, Baker is required to
A. Resign from the audit engagement within ten 
business days.
B. Deliver a report concerning the illegal acts to 
the SEC within one business day.
C. Notify the stockholders that the financial state­
ments are materially misstated.
D. Withhold an audit opinion until Supermart 
takes appropriate remedial action.
D. Decide Whether to Accept or Continue the 
Client and Engagement
R99#5. In assessing whether to accept a client for an 
audit engagement, a CPA should consider the
Client’s business risk CPA’s business risk
A. Yes Yes
B. Yes No
C. No Yes
D. No No
E. Enter Into an Agreement With the Client as to 
the Terms of the Engagement
R99#6. An auditor is required to establish an under­
standing with a client regarding the services to be per­
formed for each engagement. This understanding 
generally includes
A. Management’s responsibility for errors and the 
illegal activities of employees that may cause 
material misstatement.
B. The auditor’s responsibility for ensuring that 
the audit committee is aware of any reportable 
conditions that come to the auditor’s attention.
C. Management’s responsibility for providing the 
auditor with an assessment of the risk of mate­
rial misstatement due to fraud.
D. The auditor’s responsibility for determining 
preliminary judgments about materiality and 
audit risk factors.
F. Obtain an Understanding of the Client’s
Operations, Business, and Industry
R99#7. When engaged to compile the financial state­
ments of a nonpublic entity, an accountant is required to
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possess a level of knowledge of the entity’s accounting 
principles and practices. This requirement most likely 
will include obtaining a general understanding of the
A. Stated qualifications of the entity’s accounting 
personnel.
B. Design of the entity’s internal controls placed 
in operation.
C. Risk factors relating to misstatements arising 
from illegal acts.
D. Internal control awareness of the entity’s senior 
management.
J. Consider Internal Control in Both Manual and
Computerized Environments
4. Consider the Effects of Information 
Technology on Internal Control
R99#8. Which of the following is usually a benefit of 
using electronic funds transfer for international cash 
transactions?
A. Improvement of the audit trail for cash receipts 
and disbursements.
B. Creation of self-monitoring access controls.
C. Reduction of the frequency of data entry errors.
D. Off-site storage of source documents for cash 
transactions.
R99#9. Which of the following is usually a benefit of 
transmitting transactions in an electronic data interchange 
(EDI) environment?
A. A compressed business cycle with lower year- 
end receivables balances.
B. A reduced need to test computer controls 
related to sales and collections transactions.
C. An increased opportunity to apply statistical 
sampling techniques to account balances.
D. No need to rely on third-party service providers 
to ensure security.
R99#10. When evaluating internal control of an entity 
that processes sales transactions on the Internet, an auditor 
would be most concerned about the
A. Lack of sales invoice documents as an audit 
trail.
B. Potential for computer disruptions in recording 
sales.
C. Inability to establish an integrated test facility.
D. Frequency of archiving and data retention.
R99#11. Which of the following statements is correct 
concerning internal control in an electronic data inter­
change (EDI) system?
A. Preventive controls generally are more 
important than detective controls in EDI sys­
tems.
B. Control objectives for EDI systems generally 
are different from the objectives for other infor­
mation systems.
C. Internal controls in EDI systems rarely permit 
control risk to be assessed at below the max­
imum.
D. Internal controls related to the segregation of 
duties generally are the most important controls 
in EDI systems.
R99#12. Which of the following statements is correct 
concerning the security of messages in an electronic data 
interchange (EDI) system?
A. When the confidentiality of data is the primary 
risk, message authentication is the preferred 
control rather than encryption.
B. Encryption performed by physically secure 
hardware devices is more secure than 
encryption performed by software.
C. Message authentication in EDI systems per­
forms the same function as segregation of 
duties in other information systems.
D. Security at the transaction phase in EDI sys­
tems is not necessary because problems at that 
level will usually be identified by the service 
provider.
R99#13. Which of the following is an essential element 
of the audit trail in an electronic data interchange (EDI) 
system?
A. Disaster recovery plans that ensure proper 
backup of files.
B. Encrypted hash totals that authenticate mes­
sages.
C. Activity logs that indicate failed transactions.
D. Hardware security modules that store sensitive 
data.
R99#14. Which of the following are essential elements 
of the audit trail in an electronic data interchange (EDI) 
system?
A. Network and sender/recipient acknowledg­
ments.
B. Message directories and header segments.
C. Contingency and disaster recovery plans.
D. Trading partner security and mailbox codes.
K. Consider Other Planning Matters
1. Using the Work of Other Independent 
Auditors
R99#15. Which of the following procedures would the 
principal auditor most likely perform after deciding to 
make reference to another CPA who audited a subsidiary 
of the entity?
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A. Review the working papers and the audit pro­
grams of the other CPA.
B. Visit the other CPA and discuss the results of 
the other CPA’s audit procedures.
C. Make inquiries about the professional reputa­
tion and independence of the other CPA.
D. Determine that the other CPA has a sufficient 
understanding of the subsidiary’s internal con­
trol.
3. Internal Audit Function
R99#16. In assessing the competence of an internal 
auditor, an independent CPA most likely would obtain 
information about the
A. Quality of the internal auditor’s working paper 
documentation.
B. Organization’s commitment to integrity and 
ethical values.
C. Influence of management on the scope of the 
internal auditor’s duties.
D. Organizational level to which the internal audi­
tor reports.
II. Obtain and Document Information to Form a 
Basis for Conclusions
A. Perform Planned Procedures Including Planned
Applications of Audit Sampling
1. Tests of Controls
R99#17. An auditor should consider the tolerable rate 
of deviation when determining the number of check 
requests to select for a test to obtain assurance that all 
check requests have been properly authorized. The auditor 
should also consider
The average dollar 
value of the check 
requests
The allowable risk 
of assessing control 
risk too low
A. Yes Yes
B. Yes No
C. No Yes
D. No No
3. Confirmation of Balances and/or
Transactions With Third Parties
R99#18. In confirming accounts receivable, an auditor 
decided to confirm customers’ account balances rather 
than individual invoices. Which of the following most 
likely would be included with the client’s confirmation 
letter?
A. An auditor-prepared letter explaining that a 
nonresponse may cause an inference that the 
account balance is correct.
B. A client-prepared letter reminding the customer 
that a nonresponse will cause a second request 
to be sent.
C. An auditor-prepared letter requesting the cus­
tomer to supply missing and incorrect informa­
tion directly to the auditor.
D. A client-prepared statement of account show­
ing the details of the customer’s account bal­
ance.
R99#19. Which of the following statements would an 
auditor most likely add to the negative form of confirma­
tions of accounts receivable to encourage timely consider­
ation by the recipients?
A. ‘‘This is not a request for payment; remittances 
should not be sent to our auditors in the 
enclosed envelope.”
B. ‘‘Report any differences on the enclosed state­
ment directly to our auditors; no reply is neces­
sary if this amount agrees with your records.”
C. “If you do not report any differences within 
15 days, it will be assumed that this statement 
is correct.”
D. “The following invoices have been selected 
for confirmation and represent amounts that 
are overdue.”
5. Other Tests of Details
R99#20. An auditor is determining the sample size for 
an inventory observation using mean-per-unit estimation, 
which is a variables sampling plan. To calculate the 
required sample size, the auditor usually determines the
Variability in the dollar Risk of incorrect 
amounts of inventory items acceptance
A. Yes Yes
B. Yes No
C. No Yes
D. No No
R99#21. An auditor usually obtains evidence of stock­
holders’ equity transactions by reviewing the entity’s
A. Minutes of board of directors meetings.
B. Transfer agent’s records.
C. Canceled stock certificates.
D. Treasury stock certificate book.
6. Computer Assisted Audit Techniques, 
Including Data Interrogation, Extraction, 
and Analysis
R99#22. Which of the following is an engagement attri­
bute for an audit of an entity that processes most of 
its financial data in electronic form without any paper 
documentation?
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A. Discrete phases of planning, interim, and year- 
end fieldwork.
B. Increased effort to search for evidence of man­
agement fraud.
C. Performance of audit tests on a continuous 
basis.
D. Increased emphasis on the completeness asser­
tion.
R99#23. Which of the following strategies would a 
CPA most likely consider in auditing an entity that pro­
cesses most of its financial data only in electronic form, 
such as a paperless system?
A. Continuous monitoring and analysis of transac­
tion processing with an embedded audit 
module.
B. Increased reliance on internal control activities 
that emphasize the segregation of duties.
C. Verification of encrypted digital certificates 
used to monitor the authorization of transac­
tions.
D. Extensive testing of firewall boundaries that 
restrict the recording of outside network traffic.
C. Obtain and Evaluate Lawyers’ Letters
R99#24. A lawyer’s response to an auditor’s inquiry 
concerning litigation, claims, and assessments may be 
limited to matters that are considered individually or col­
lectively material to the client’s financial statements. 
Which parties should reach an understanding on the limits 
of materiality for this purpose?
A. The auditor and the client’s management.
B. The client’s audit committee and the lawyer.
C. The client’s management and the lawyer.
D. The lawyer and the auditor.
E. Obtain Representations From Management
R99#25. For which of the following matters should an 
auditor obtain written management representations?
A. Management’s cost-benefit justifications for 
not correcting internal control weaknesses.
B. Management’s knowledge of future plans that 
may affect the price of the entity’s stock.
C. Management’s compliance with contractual 
agreements that may affect the financial state­
ments.
D. Management’s acknowledgment of its respon­
sibility for employees’ violations of laws.
R99#26. Key Co. plans to present comparative financial 
statements for the years ended December 31, 1998, and 
1999, respectively. Smith, CPA, audited Key’s financial 
statements for both years and plans to report on the com­
parative financial statements on May 1, 2000. Key’s cur­
rent management team was not present until January 1,
1999. What period of time should be covered by Key’s 
management representation letter?
A. January 1, 1998, through December 31, 1999.
B. January 1, 1998, through May 1, 2000.
C. January 1, 1999, through December 31, 1999.
D. January 1, 1999, through May 1, 2000.
G. Identify Matters for Communication With
Audit Committees
R99#27. During the planning phase of an audit, an audi­
tor is identifying matters for communication to the entity’s 
audit committee. The auditor most likely would ask man­
agement whether
A. There was significant turnover in the account­
ing department.
B. It consulted with another CPA firm about 
installing a new computer system.
C. There were changes in the application of signif­
icant accounting policies.
D. It agreed with the auditor’s selection of fraud 
detection procedures.
IV. Prepare Communications to Satisfy 
Engagement Objectives
A. Prepare Reports
4. Reports on Compliance with Laws and 
Regulations
R99#28. Which of the following statements is a stan­
dard applicable to financial statement audits in accordance 
with Government Auditing Standards (the Yellow Book)?
A. An auditor should report on the scope of the 
auditor’s testing of compliance with laws and 
regulations.
B. An auditor should assess whether the entity has 
reportable measures of economy and efficiency 
that are valid and reliable.
C. An auditor should report recommendations for 
actions to correct problems and improve opera­
tions.
D. An auditor should determine the extent to 
which the entity’s programs achieve the desired 
results.
5. Reports on Internal Control
R99#29. Which of the following statements is a stan­
dard applicable to financial statement audits in accordance 
with Government Auditing Standards (the Yellow Book)?
A. An auditor should report on the scope of the 
auditor’s testing of internal controls.
B. All instances of abuse, waste, and mismanage­
ment should be reported to the audit committee.
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C. An auditor should report the views of responsi­
ble officials concerning the auditor’s findings.
D. Internal control activities designed to detect or 
prevent fraud should be reported to the inspec­
tor general.
9. Reports on the Processing of Transactions 
by Service Organizations
R99#30. Payroll Data Co. (PDC) processes payroll 
transactions for a retailer. Cook, CPA, is engaged to 
express an opinion on a description of PDC’s internal 
controls placed in operation as of a specific date. These 
controls are relevant to the retailer’s internal control, so 
Cook’s report may be useful in providing the retailer’s 
independent auditor with information necessary to plan 
a financial statement audit. Cook’s report should
A. Contain a disclaimer of opinion on the 
operating effectiveness of PDC’s controls.
B. State whether PDC’s controls were suitably 
designed to achieve the retailer’s objectives.
C. Identify PDC’s controls relevant to specific 
financial statement assertions.
D. Disclose Cook’s assessed level of control risk 
for PDC.
B. Prepare Letters and Other Required
Communications
1. Errors and Fraud
R99#31. In reporting under Government Auditing Stan­
dards, an auditor most likely would be required to report 
a falsification of accounting records directly to a federal 
inspector general when the falsification is
A. Discovered after the auditor’s report has been 
made available to the federal inspector general 
and to the public.
B. Reported by the auditor to the audit committee 
as a significant deficiency in internal control.
C. Voluntarily disclosed to the auditor by low- 
level personnel as a result of the auditor’s 
inquiries.
D. Communicated by the auditor to the auditee 
and the auditee fails to make a required report 
of the matter.
C. Other Matters
1. Subsequent Discovery of Facts Existing at 
the Date of the Auditor’s Report
R99#32. On February 25, a CPA issued an auditor’s 
report expressing an unqualified opinion on financial 
statements for the year ended January 31. On March 2, 
the CPA learned that on February 11 the entity incurred 
a material loss on an uncollectible trade receivable as a
result of the deteriorating financial condition of the enti­
ty’s principal customer that led to the customer’s bank­
ruptcy. Management then refused to adjust the financial 
statements for this subsequent event. The CPA deter­
mined that the information is reliable and that there are 
creditors currently relying on the financial statements. 
The CPA’s next course of action most likely would be 
to
A. Notify the entity’s creditors that the financial 
statements and the related auditor’s report 
should no longer be relied on.
B. Notify each member of the entity’s board of 
directors about management’s refusal to adjust 
the financial statements.
C. Issue revised financial statements and distrib­
ute them to each creditor known to be relying 
on the financial statements.
D. Issue a revised auditor’s report and distribute 
it to each creditor known to be relying on the 
financial statements.
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE ITEMS—UNOFFICIAL ANSWERS
Auditing
I. Plan the Engagement, Evaluate the Prospective 
Client and Engagement, Decide Whether to Accept 
or Continue the Client and the Engagement, and
Enter Into an Agreement with the Client
A. Determine Nature and Scope of Engagement
2. Standards for Accounting and Review 
Services
R99#1. D
5. Other Assurance Services
R99#2. D
R99#3. B
B. Assess Engagement Risk and the CPA Firm’s 
Ability to Perform the Engagement
1. Engagement Responsibilities
R99#4. B
D. Decide Whether to Accept or Continue the 
Client and Engagement
R99#5. A
E. Enter Into an Agreement With the Client as to 
the Terms of the Engagement
K. Consider Other Planning Matters
1. Using the Work of Other Independent 
Auditors
R99#15. C
3. Internal Audit Function
R99#16. A
II. Obtain and Document Information to Form a 
Basis for Conclusions
A. Perform Planned Procedures Including Planned 
Applications of Audit Sampling
1. Tests of Controls
R99#17. C
3. Confirmation of Balances and/or 
Transactions With Third Parties
R99#18. D
R99#19. C
5. Other Tests of Details
R99#20. A 
R99#21. A
R99#6. B
F. Obtain an Understanding of the Client’s 
Operations, Business, and Industry
R99#7. A
6. Computer Assisted Audit Techniques, 
Including Data Interrogation, Extraction, 
and Analysis
R99#22. C
R99#23. A
J. Consider Internal Control in Both Manual and C. Obtain and Evaluate Lawyers’ Letters 
Computerized Environments
R99#24. D
4. Consider the Effects of Information
Technology on Internal Control E. Obtain Representations From Management
R99#8. C R99#25. C
R99#9. A R99#26. B
R99#10. B
R99#11. A G. Identify Matters for Communication With
R99#12. B Audit Committees
R99#13. C
R99#14. A R99#27. C
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IV. Prepare Communications to Satisfy 
Engagement Objectives
A. Prepare Reports
4. Reports on Compliance with Laws and 
Regulations
R99#28. A
5. Reports on Internal Control
R99#29. A
9. Reports on the Processing of Transactions 
by Service Organizations
R99#30. A
B. Prepare Letters and Other Required 
Communications
1. Errors and Fraud
R99#31. D
C. Other Matters
1. Subsequent Discovery of Facts Existing at 
the Date of the Auditor’s Report
R99#32. B
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE ITEMS—SELECTED QUESTIONS 
Accounting & Reporting—Taxation, Managerial, and Governmental and Not-for-Profit Organizations
I. Federal Taxation—Individuals
A. Inclusions in Gross Income
R99#1. During 1999, Ash had the following cash 
receipts:
Wages $13,000
Interest income from U.S. Treasury bonds 350
Workers’ compensation following a job-related
injury 8,500
What is the total amount that must be included in gross
income on Ash’s 1999 income tax return?
A. $13,000
B. $13,350
C. $21,500
D. $21,850
R99#2. Baum, an unmarried optometrist and sole pro­
prietor of Optics, buys and maintains a supply of eye­
glasses and frames to sell in the ordinary course of 
business. In 1999, Optics had $350,000 in gross business 
receipts and its year-end inventory was not subject to the 
uniform capitalization rules. Baum’s 1999 adjusted gross 
income was $90,000 and Baum qualified to itemize 
deductions. During 1999, Baum recorded the following 
information:
Business expenses:
Optics cost of goods sold $35,000
Optics rent expense $28,000
Liability insurance premium on Optics $5,250
Other expenditures:
Baum’s self-employment tax $29,750
Baum’s self-employment health insurance $8,750
Insurance premium on personal residence. In 
1999, Baum’s home was totally destroyed 
by fire. The furniture had an adjusted basis of 
$14,000 and a fair market value of $11,000.
During 1999, Baum collected $3,000 in 
insurance reimbursement and had no casu­
alty gains during the year. $2,625
Qualified 1999 mortgage interest on a loan to 
acquire a personal residence $52,500
Annual interest on a $70,000, 5-year home 
equity loan. The loan was secured by Baum’s 
home, obtained January 2, 1999. The fair 
market value of the home exceeded the mort­
gage and the home equity loan by a substan­
tial amount. The proceeds were used to 
purchase a car for personal use. $3,500
Points prepaid on January 2, 1999 to acquire 
the home equity loan $1,400
Real estate taxes on personal residence $2,200
Estimated payments of 1999 federal income 
taxes $13,500
Local property taxes on the car value, used 
exclusively for personal use $300
What amount should Baum report as 1999 net earnings 
from self-employment?
A. $243,250
B. $252,000
C. $273,000
D. $281,750
R99#3. Easel Co. has elected to reimburse employees 
for business expenses under a nonaccountable plan. Easel 
does not require employees to provide proof of expenses 
and allows employees to keep any amount not spent. 
Under the plan, Mel, an Easel employee for a full year, 
gets $400 per month for business automobile expenses. 
At the end of the year Mel informs Easel that the only 
business expense incurred was for business mileage of 
12,000 at a rate of 30 cents per mile, the IRS standard 
mileage rate at the time. Mel encloses a check for $1,200 
to refund the overpayment to Easel. What amount should 
be reported in Mel’s gross income for the year?
A. $0
B. $1,200
C. $3,600
D. $4,800
B. Exclusions and Adjustments to Arrive at 
Adjusted Gross Income
R99#4. Lane Inc., an S corporation, pays single cover­
age health insurance premiums of $4,800 per year and 
family coverage premiums of $7,200 per year. Mill is 
a ten percent shareholder-employee in Lane. On Mill’s 
behalf, Lane pays Mill’s family coverage under the health 
insurance plan. What amount of insurance premiums is 
includible in Mill’s gross income?
A. $0
B. $ 720
C. $4,800
D. $7,200
C. Deductions From Adjusted Gross Income
R99#5. On January 2 of the current year, Shaw Corp., 
an accrual-basis, calendar-year C corporation, purchased 
all the assets of a sole proprietorship, including $300,000 
in goodwill. Current-year federal income tax expense of
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$110,100, and $7,500 for annual amortization of goodwill 
based on a 40-year amortization period, were deducted 
to arrive at Shaw’s reported book income of $239,200. 
What should be the amount of Shaw’s current-year tax­
able income, as reconciled on Shaw’s Schedule M-1 of 
Form 1120, U.S. Corporation Income Tax Return?
A. $239,200
B. $329,300
C. $336,800
D. $349,300
R99#6. Baker, a sole proprietor CPA, has several clients 
that do business in Spain. While on a four-week vacation 
in Spain, Baker took a five-day seminar on Spanish busi­
ness practices that cost $700. Baker’s round-trip airfare 
to Spain was $600. While in Spain, Baker spent an aver­
age of $100 per day on accommodations, local travel, 
and other incidental expenses, for total expenses of 
$2,800. What amount of educational expense can Baker 
deduct on Form 1040 Schedule C, “Profit or Loss From 
Business’’?
A. $ 700
B. $1,200
C. $1,800
D. $4,100
R99#7. Destry, a single taxpayer, reported the following 
on his U.S. Individual Income Tax Return Form 1040:
Income:
Wages $ 5,000
Interest on savings account 1,000
Net rental income 4,000
Deductions:
Personal exemption $ 2,700
Standard deduction 4,200
Net business loss 16,000
Net short-term capital loss 2,000
What is Destry’s net operating loss that is available for 
carryback or carryforward?
A. $ 7,000
B. $ 9,000
C. $15,100
D. $16,000
R99#8. Stein, an unmarried taxpayer, had adjusted 
gross income of $80,000 for the year, and qualified to 
itemize deductions. Stein had no charitable contribution 
carryovers and only made one contribution during the 
year. Stein donated stock, purchased seven years earlier 
for $17,000, to a tax-exempt educational organization. 
The stock was valued at $25,000 when it was contributed. 
What is the amount of charitable contributions deductible 
on Stein’s current year income tax return?
A. $17,000
B. $21,000
C. $24,000
D. $25,000
E. Tax Accounting Methods
R99#9. Which of the following taxpayers may use the 
cash basis as its method of accounting for tax purposes?
A. Partnership that is designated as a tax shelter.
B. Retail store with a $2 million inventory.
C. An international accounting firm.
D. Office cleaning business with average annual 
income of $8 million.
II. Federal Taxation—Corporations
C. S Corporations
R99#10. Beck Corp. has been a calendar-year S corpo­
ration since its inception on January 2, 1995. On January 
1, 1998, Lazur and Lyle each owned 50% of the Beck 
stock, in which their respective tax bases were $12,000 
and $9,000. For the year ended December 31, 1998, Beck 
had $81,000 in ordinary business income and $10,000 in 
tax-exempt income. Beck made a $51,000 cash distribu­
tion to each shareholder on December 31, 1998. What 
was Lazur’s tax basis in Beck after the distribution?
A. $ 1,500
B. $ 6,500
C. $52,500
D. $57,500
F. Tax Computations, Credits, and Penalties
R99#11. Sunex Co., an accrual-basis, calendar-year 
domestic C corporation, is taxed on its worldwide income. 
In the current year, Sunex’s U.S. tax liability on its domes­
tic and foreign source income is $60,000 and no prior- 
year foreign income taxes have been carried forward. 
Which factor(s) may affect the amount of Sunex’s foreign 
tax credit available in its current-year corporate income 
tax return?
Income source The foreign tax rate
A. Yes Yes
B. Yes No
C. No Yes
D. No No
III. Federal Taxation—Partnership
D. Partner Dealing With Own Partnership
R99#12. Peters has a one-third interest in the Spano 
Partnership. During 1997, Peters received a $16,000 guar­
anteed payment, which was deductible by the partnership,
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for services rendered to Spano. Spano reported a 1997 
operating loss of $70,000 before the guaranteed payment. 
What is(are) the net effect(s) of the guaranteed payment?
I. The guaranteed payment increases Peters’s tax basis 
in Spano by $16,000.
II. The guaranteed payment increases Peters’s ordinary 
income by $16,000.
A. I only.
B. II only.
C. Both I and II.
D. Neither I nor II.
IV. Federal Taxation—Estates and Trusts, Exempt 
Organizations, and Preparers’ Responsibilities
A. Estates and Trusts
1. Income Taxation
R99#13. Astor, a cash-basis taxpayer, died on February
3. During the year, the estate’s executor made a distribu­
tion of $12,000 from estate income to Astor’s sole heir 
and adopted a calendar year to determine the estate’s 
taxable income. The following additional information 
pertains to the estate’s income and disbursements for the 
year:
Estate income
Taxable interest $65,000
Net long-term capital gains allocable to corpus 5,000
Estate disbursements
Administrative expenses attributable to 
taxable income 14,000
Charitable contributions from gross income 
to a public charity, made under the terms 
of the will 9,000
For the calendar year, what was the estate’s distributable 
net income (DNI)?
A. 39,000
B. 42,000
C. 58,000
D. 65,000
B. Exempt Organization
1. Types of Organizations
R99#14. Hope is a tax-exempt religious organization. 
Which of the following activities is(are) consistent with 
Hope’s tax-exempt status?
I. Conducting weekend retreats for business organiza­
tions.
II. Providing traditional burial services that maintain 
the religious beliefs of its members.
A. I only.
B. II only.
C. Both I and II.
D. Neither I nor II.
C. Preparers’ Responsibilities
R99#15. Vee Corp. retained Water, CPA, to prepare its 
1998 income tax return. During the engagement, Water 
discovered that Vee had failed to file its 1994 income 
tax return. What is Water’s professional responsibility 
regarding Vee’s unfiled 1994 income tax return?
A. Prepare Vee’s 1994 income tax return and sub­
mit it to the IRS.
B. Advise Vee that the 1994 income tax return 
has not been filed and recommend that Vee 
ignore filing its 1994 return since the statute 
of limitations has passed.
C. Advise the IRS that Vee’s 1994 income tax 
return has not been filed.
D. Consider withdrawing from preparation of 
Vee’s 1998 income tax return until the error 
is corrected.
V. Accounting for Governmental and Not-for- 
Profit Organizations
A. Governmental Entities
1. Measurement Focus and Basis of 
Accounting
R99#16. Kingwood Town, at the beginning of the year, 
paid $22,000 cash for a flatbed trailer to be used in the 
general operations of the town. The expected useful life 
of the trailer is 6 years with an estimated $7,000 salvage 
value. Which of the following amounts would be 
recorded?
A. $15,000 increase in equipment in the general 
fund.
B. $19,500 increase in investment in general fixed 
assets.
C. $22,000 increase in investment in general fixed 
assets.
D. $22,000 increase in equipment in the general 
fund.
4. Budgetary Process
R99#17. A county’s balances in the general fund 
included the following:
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Appropriations $745,000
Encumbrances 37,250
Expenditures 298,000
Vouchers payable 55,875
What is the remaining amount available for use by the 
county?
A. $353,875
B. $391,125
C. $409,750
D. $447,000
5. Financial Reporting Entity
R99#18. The general purpose financial statements of a 
governmental entity should include
Combining
financial
statements
Combined
financial
statements
Notes to 
financial 
statements
A. Yes Yes Yes
B. No Yes Yes
C. Yes No Yes
D. Yes Yes No
6. Elements of Financial Statements
R99#19. Which of the following statements meet the 
measurement and recognition criteria for landfill closure 
and postclosure costs?
A. Landfills should only be accounted for in the 
general fund.
B. Total landfill liabilities should be recognized 
in the general long-term debt account group.
C. Expense recognition should begin when waste 
is accepted and should continue through the 
postclosure period.
D. Equipment and facilities included in estimated 
total current cost of closure and postclosure 
care should not be reported as capital assets.
7. Conceptual Reporting Issues
R99#20. Which of the following characteristics of ser­
vice efforts and accomplishments is the most difficult to 
report for a governmental entity?
A. Comparability.
B. Timeliness.
C. Consistency.
D. Relevance.
8. Accounting and Financial Reporting for 
State and Local Governments
R99#21. A county acquired equipment through a capital 
lease agreement dated July 31, 1999. This agreement
requires no down payment and following minimum lease 
payments:
July 31 Principal Interest Total
2000 $60,000 $18,000 $78,000
2001 60,000 12,000 72,000
2002 60,000 6,000 66,000
What journal entry is required in the general long-term 
debt account group at July 31, 1999, if the lease payments 
are to be financed with general government resources?
Debit Credit
A. Amount to be pro­
vided for lease pay­
ments.
B. Other financing uses 
control.
C. Expenditures control.
D. Capital lease pay­
able.
Capital lease pay­
able.
Expenditures control.
Other financing 
sources.
Amount to be pro­
vided for lease pay­
ments.
B. Nongovernmental Not-for-Profit Organizations
2. Elements of Financial Statements
R99#22. Functional expenses recorded in the general 
ledger of ABC, a nongovernmental not-for-profit organi­
zation, are as follows:
Soliciting prospective members $45,000
Printing membership benefits brochures 30,000
Soliciting membership dues 25,000
Maintaining donor list 10,000
What amount should ABC report as fund raising 
expenses?
A. $ 10,000
B. $ 35,000
C. $ 70,000
D. $110,000
R99#23. Famous, a nongovernmental not-for-profit art 
museum, has elected not to capitalize its permanent col­
lections. In 1998 a bronze statue was stolen. The statue 
was not recovered and insurance proceeds of $35,000 
were paid to Famous in 1999. This transaction would be 
reported in
I. The statement of activities as permanently restricted 
revenues.
II. The statement of cash flows as cash flows from 
investing activities.
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A. I only.
B. II only.
C. Both I and II.
D. Neither I nor II.
VI. Managerial Accounting
D. Inventory Planning, Inventory Control, and 
Just-in-Time Purchasing
R99#24. Which of the following is not a typical charac­
teristic of a just-in-time (JIT) production environment?
A. Lot sizes equal to one.
B. Insignificant setup times and costs.
C. Push-through system.
D. Balanced and level workloads.
K. Special Analyses for Decision Making
R99#25. Which tool would most likely be used to deter­
mine the best course of action under conditions of uncer­
tainty?
A. Cost-volume-profit analysis.
B. Expected value (EV).
C. Program evaluation and review technique 
(PERT).
D. Scattergraph method.
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE ITEMS—UNOFFICIAL ANSWERS
Accounting & Reporting—Taxation, Managerial, and Governmental and Not-for-Profit Organizations
I. Federal Taxation—Individuals
A. Inclusions in Gross Income
R99#1. B
R99#2. D
R99#3. D
B. Exclusions and Adjustments to Arrive at 
Adjusted Gross Income
R99#4. D
C. Deductions From Adjusted Gross Income
R99#5. C
R99#6. B
R99#7. A
R99#8. C
E. Tax Accounting Methods
R99#9. C
II. Federal Taxation—Corporations
C. S Corporations
R99#10. B
F. Tax Computations, Credits, and Penalties
R99#11. A
III. Federal Taxation—Partnership
D. Partner Dealing With Own Partnership
R99#12. B
IV. Federal Taxation—Estates and Trusts, Exempt 
Organizations, and Preparers’ Responsibilities
A. Estates and Trusts
1. Income Taxation
R99#13. B
B. Exempt Organization
1. Types of Organizations
R99#14. B
C. Preparers’ Responsibilities
R99#15. D
V. Accounting for Governmental and Not-for- 
Profit Organizations
A. Governmental Entities
1. Measurement Focus and Basis of 
Accounting
R99#16. C
4. Budgetary Process
R99#17. C
5. Financial Reporting Entity
R99#18. B
6. Elements of Financial Statements
R99#19. D
7. Conceptual Reporting Issues
R99#20. D
8. Accounting and Financial Reporting for 
State and Local Governments
R99#21. A
B. Nongovernmental Not-for-Profit Organizations
2. Elements of Financial Statements
R99#22. A
R99#23. B
VI. Managerial Accounting
D. Inventory Planning, Inventory Control, and 
Just-in-Time Purchasing
R99#24. C
K. Special Analyses for Decision Making
R99#25. B
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE ITEMS—SELECTED QUESTIONS 
Financial Accounting & Reporting
I. Concepts and Standards for Financial 
Statements
B. Financial Accounting Standards for
Presentation and Disclosure in General Purpose 
Financial Statements
3. Statement(s) of Income, Comprehensive 
Income, and Changes in Equity Accounts
R99#1. When a full set of general-purpose financial 
statements are presented, comprehensive income and its 
components should
A. Appear as a part of discontinued operations, 
extraordinary items, and cumulative effect of 
a change in accounting principle.
B. Be reported net of related income tax effect, 
in total and individually.
C. Appear in a supplemental schedule in the notes 
to the financial statements.
D. Be displayed in a financial statement that has 
the same prominence as other financial state­
ments.
C. Other Presentations of Financial Data
1. Financial Statements Prepared in
Conformity with Comprehensive Bases of 
Accounting Other Than Generally 
Accepted Accounting Principles
R99#2. Income tax-basis financial statements differ 
from those prepared under GAAP in that income tax- 
basis financial statements
A. Do not include nontaxable revenues and non­
deductible expenses in determining income.
B. Include detailed information about current and 
deferred income tax liabilities.
C. Contain no disclosures about capital and 
operating lease transactions.
D. Recognize certain revenues and expenses in 
different reporting periods.
3. Prospective Financial Information
R99#3. Which of the following disclosures should pro­
spective financial statements include?
Summary of 
significant 
accounting policies
Summary of 
significant 
assumptions
A. Yes Yes
B. Yes No
C. No Yes
D. No No
D. Financial Statement Analysis
R99#4. North Bank is analyzing Belle Corp.’s financial 
statements for a possible extension of credit. Belle’s quick 
ratio is significantly better than the industry average. 
Which of the following factors should North consider as 
a possible limitation of using this ratio when evaluating 
Belle’s creditworthiness?
A. Fluctuating market prices of short-term invest­
ments may adversely affect the ratio.
B. Increasing market prices for Belle’s inventory 
may adversely affect the ratio.
C. Belle may need to sell its available-for-sale 
investments to meet its current obligations.
D. Belle may need to liquidate its inventory to 
meet its long-term obligations.
II. Recognition, Measurement, Valuation, and 
Presentation of Typical Items in Financial 
Statements in Conformity With Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles
A. Cash, Cash Equivalents, and Marketable 
Securities
R99#5. Trans Co. had the following balances at Decem­
ber 31, 1999:
Cash in checking account $ 35,000
Cash in money market account 75,000
U.S. Treasury bill, purchased 11/1/1999,
maturing 1/31/2000 350,000
U.S. Treasury bill, purchased 12/1/1999, 
maturing 3/31/2000 400,000
Trans’s policy is to treat as cash equivalents all highly- 
liquid investments with a maturity of three months or 
less when purchased. What amount should Trans report 
as cash and cash equivalents in its December 31, 1999, 
balance sheet?
A. $110,000
B. $385,000
C. $460,000
D. $860,000
B. Receivables
R99#6. In its December 31 balance sheet, Butler Co. 
reported trade accounts receivable of $250,000 and 
related allowance for uncollectible accounts of $20,000. 
What is the total amount of risk of accounting loss related 
to Butler’s trade accounts receivable, and what amount 
of that risk is off-balance sheet risk?
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Risk of Off-balance
accounting loss sheet risk
A. $0 $0
B. $230,000 $0
C. $230,000 $20,000
D. $250,000 $20,000
D. Property, Plant, and Equipment
R99#7. Spiro Corp, uses the sum-of-the-years’-digits 
method to depreciate equipment purchased in January 
1996 for $20,000. The estimated salvage value of the 
equipment is $2,000 and the estimated useful life is four 
years. What should Spiro report as the asset’s carrying 
amount as of December 31, 1998?
A. $1,800
B. $2,000
C. $3,800
D. $4,500
E. Investments
R99#8. Band Co. uses the equity method to account for 
its investment in Guard, Inc. common stock. How should 
Band record a 2% stock dividend received from Guard?
A. As dividend revenue at Guard’s carrying value 
of the stock.
B. As dividend revenue at the market value of the 
stock.
C. As a reduction in the total cost of Guard stock 
owned.
D. As a memorandum entry reducing the unit cost 
of all Guard stock owned.
I. Other Liabilities
R99#9. Perk, Inc. issued $500,000, 10% bonds to yield 
8%. Bond issuance costs were $10,000. How should Perk 
calculate the net proceeds to be received from the issu­
ance?
A. Discount the bonds at the stated rate of interest.
B. Discount the bonds at the market rate of 
interest.
C. Discount the bonds at the stated rate of interest 
and deduct bond issuance costs.
D. Discount the bonds at the market rate of interest 
and deduct bond issuance costs.
K. Equity Accounts
R99#10. On January 15, 2000, Rico Co. declared its 
annual cash dividend on common stock for the year ended 
January 31, 2000. The dividend was paid on February 9, 
2000, to stockholders of record as of January 28, 2000. 
On what date should Rico decrease retained earnings by 
the amount of the dividend?
A. January 15, 2000
B. January 31, 2000
C. January 28, 2000
D. February 9, 2000
L. Revenue, Cost, and Expense Accounts
R99#11. The following information pertained to Azur 
Co. for the year:
Purchases $102,800
Purchase discounts 10,280
Freight-in 15,420
Freight-out 5,140
Beginning inventory 30,840
Ending inventory 20,560
What amount should Azur report as cost of goods sold 
for the year?
A. $102,800
B. $118,220
C. $123,360
D. $128,500
III. Recognition, Measurement, Valuation, and 
Presentation of Specific Types of Transactions and 
Events in Financial Statements in Conformity With
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
A. Accounting Changes and Corrections of Errors
R99#12. At December 31, 1998, Off-Line Co. changed 
its method of accounting for demo costs from writing off 
the costs over two years to expensing the costs immedi­
ately. Off-Line made the change in recognition of an 
increasing number of demos placed with customers that 
did not result in sales. Off-Line had deferred demo costs 
of $500,000 at December 31, 1997, $300,000 of which 
were to be written off in 1998 and the remainder in 1999. 
Off-Line’s income tax rate is 30%. In its 1998 income 
statement, what amount should Off-Line report as cumu­
lative effect of change in accounting principle?
A. $140,000
B. $200,000
C. $350,000
D. $500,000
G. Employee Benefits
R99#13. Jan Corp. amended its defined benefit pension 
plan, granting a total credit of $100,000 to four employees 
for services rendered prior to the plan’s adoption. The 
employees, A, B, C, and D, are expected to retire from 
the company as follows:
“A” will retire after three years.
“B” and “C” will retire after five years.
“D” will retire after seven years.
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What is the amount of prior service cost amortization in 
the first year?
A. $0
B. $ 5,000
C. $20,000
D. $25,000
H. Extraordinary Items
R99#14. Casey Corp. entered into a troubled debt 
restructuring agreement with First State Bank. First State 
agreed to accept land with a carrying amount of $85,000 
and a fair value of $120,000 in exchange for a note 
with a carrying amount of $185,000. Disregarding income 
taxes, what amount should Casey report as extraordinary 
gain in its income statement?
A. $0
B. $ 35,000
C. $ 65,000
D. $100,000
I. Financial Instruments
R99#15. Whether recognized or unrecognized in an 
entity’s financial statements, disclosure of the fair values 
of the entity’s financial instruments is required when
A. It is practicable to estimate those values.
B. The entity maintains accurate cost records.
C. Aggregated fair values are material to the 
entity.
D. Individual fair values are material to the entity.
J. Foreign Currency Transactions and Translation
R99#16. In preparing consolidated financial statements 
of a U.S. parent company with a foreign subsidiary, the 
foreign subsidiary’s functional currency is the currency
A. In which the subsidiary maintains its account­
ing records.
B. Of the country in which the subsidiary is 
located.
C. Of the country in which the parent is located.
D. Of the environment in which the subsidiary 
primarily generates and expends cash.
K. Income Taxes
R99#17. Under current generally accepted accounting 
principles, which approach is used to determine income 
tax expense?
A. Asset and liability approach.
B. “With and without’’ approach.
C. Net of tax approach.
D. Periodic expense approach.
M. Interim Financial Reporting
R99#18. Wilson Corp. experienced a $50,000 decline 
in the market value of its inventory in the first quarter
of its fiscal year. Wilson had expected this decline to 
reverse in the third quarter, and in fact, the third quarter 
recovery exceeded the previous decline by $10,000. Wil­
son’s inventory did not experience any other declines in 
market value during the fiscal year. What amounts of loss 
and/or gain should Wilson report in its interim financial 
statements for the first and third quarters?
First quarter Third quarter
A. $0 $0
B. $0 $10,000 gain
C. $50,000 loss $50,000 gain
D. $50,000 loss $60,000 gain
N. Leases
R99#19. Cott, Inc. prepared an interest amortization 
table for a five-year lease payable with a bargain purchase 
option of $2,000, exercisable at the end of the lease. At 
the end of the five years, the balance in the leases payable 
column of the spreadsheet was zero. Cott has asked Grant, 
CPA, to review the spreadsheet to determine the error. 
Only one error was made on the spreadsheet. Which of 
the following statements represents the best explanation 
for this error?
A. The beginning present value of the lease did 
not include the present value of the bargain 
purchase option.
B. Cott subtracted the annual interest amount from 
the lease payable balance instead of adding it.
C. The present value of the bargain purchase 
option was subtracted from the present value 
of the annual payments.
D. Cott discounted the annual payments as an 
ordinary annuity, when the payments actually 
occurred at the beginning of each period.
Q. Related Parties
R99#20. Dex Co. has entered into a joint venture with 
an affiliate to secure access to additional inventory. Under 
the joint venture agreement, Dex will purchase the output 
of the venture at prices negotiated on an arms’-length 
basis. Which of the following is(are) required to be dis­
closed about the related party transaction?
I. The amount due to the affiliate at the balance sheet 
date.
II. The dollar amount of the purchases during the year.
A. I only.
B. II only.
C. Both I and II.
D. Neither I nor II.
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE ITEMS—UNOFFICIAL ANSWERS
Financial Accounting & Reporting
I. Concepts and Standards for Financial K. Equity Accounts
Statements
B. Financial Accounting Standards for
Presentation and Disclosure in General Purpose 
Financial Statements
3. Statement(s) of Income, Comprehensive 
Income, and Changes in Equity Accounts
R99#1. D
C. Other Presentations of Financial Data
1. Financial Statements Prepared in
Conformity with Comprehensive Bases of 
Accounting Other Than Generally 
Accepted Accounting Principles
R99#2. D
3. Prospective Financial Information
R99#3. A
D. Financial Statement Analysis
R99#4. A
II. Recognition, Measurement, Valuation, and
Presentation of Typical Items in Financial 
Statements in Conformity With Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles
A. Cash, Cash Equivalents, and Marketable
Securities
R99#5. C
B. Receivables
R99#6. B
D. Property, Plant, and Equipment
R99#7. C
E. Investments
R99#8. D
I. Other Liabilities
R99#9. D
R99#10. A
L. Revenue, Cost, and Expense Accounts
R99#11. B
III. Recognition, Measurement, Valuation, and 
Presentation of Specific Types of Transactions and 
Events in Financial Statements in Conformity With
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
A. Accounting Changes and Corrections of Errors
R99#12. C
G. Employee Benefits
R99#13. C
H. Extraordinary Items
R99#14. C
I. Financial Instruments
R99#15. A
J. Foreign Currency Transactions and Translation
R99#16. D
K. Income Taxes
R99#17. A
M. Interim Financial Reporting
R99#18. A
N. Leases
R99#19. A
Q. Related Parties
R99#20. C
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Content Specification Outlines
Auditing
The auditing section covers knowledge of generally 
accepted auditing standards and procedures and the skills 
needed to apply them in auditing and other attestation 
engagements. This section tests that knowledge and those 
skills, as appropriate, in the context of the four broad 
engagement tasks that follow.
Auditing content specification outline
I. Plan the engagement, evaluate the prospective 
client and engagement, decide whether to accept 
or continue the client and the engagement, and 
enter into an agreement with the client (40%)
A. Determine nature and scope of engagement
1. Generally accepted auditing standards
2. Standards for accounting and review 
services
3. Standards for attestation engagements
4. Compliance auditing applicable to 
governmental entities and other recipients 
of governmental financial assistance
5. Other assurance services
6. Appropriateness of engagement to meet 
client’s needs
B. Assess engagement risk and the CPA firm’s 
ability to perform the engagement
1. Engagement responsibilities
2. Staffing and supervision requirements
3. Quality control considerations
4. Management integrity
5. Researching information sources for 
planning and performing the engagement
C. Communicate with the predecessor 
accountant/auditor
D. Decide whether to accept or continue the 
client and engagement
E. Enter into an agreement with the client as to 
the terms of the engagement
F. Obtain an understanding of the client’s 
operations, business, and industry
G. Perform analytical procedures
H. Consider preliminary engagement materiality
I. Assess inherent risk and risk of misstatements
1. Errors
2. Fraud
3. Illegal acts by clients
J. Consider internal control
1. Obtain and document an understanding of 
internal control—automated and manual
2. Assess control risk
3. Consider limitations of internal control
4. Consider the effects of information 
technology on internal control
5. Consider the effects of service 
organizations on internal control
K. Consider other planning matters
1. Using the work of other independent 
auditors
2. Using the work of a specialist
3. Internal audit function
4. Related parties and related party 
transactions
5. Electronic evidence
L. Identify financial statement assertions and 
formulate audit objectives
1. Accounting estimates
2. Routine financial statement balances, 
classes of transactions, and disclosures
3. Unusual financial statement balances, 
classes of transactions, and disclosures
M. Determine and prepare the work program 
defining the nature, timing, and extent of the 
auditor’s procedures
II. Obtain and document information to form a basis 
for conclusions (35%)
A. Perform planned procedures including 
planned applications of audit sampling
1. Tests of controls
2. Analytical procedures
3. Confirmation of balances and/or 
transactions with third parties
4. Physical examination of inventories and 
other assets
5. Other tests of details
6. Computer assisted audit techniques
7. Substantive tests prior to the balance 
sheet date
8. Tests of unusual year-end transactions
B. Evaluate contingencies
C. Obtain and evaluate lawyers’ letters
D. Review subsequent events
E. Obtain representations from management
F. Identify reportable conditions and other 
control deficiencies
G. Identify matters for communication with audit 
committees
III. Review the engagement to provide reasonable 
assurance that objectives are achieved and 
evaluate information obtained to reach and to 
document engagement conclusions (5%)
A. Perform analytical procedures
B. Evaluate the sufficiency and competence of 
audit evidence and document engagement 
conclusions
1. Consider substantial doubt about an 
entity’s ability to continue as a going 
concern
2. Evaluate whether financial statements are 
free of material misstatements
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3. Consider other information in documents 
containing audited financial statements
C. Review the work performed to provide 
reasonable assurance that objectives are 
achieved
IV. Prepare communications to satisfy engagement 
objectives (20%)
A. Prepare reports
1. Reports on audited financial statements
2. Reports on reviewed and compiled 
financial statements
3. Reports required by Government Auditing 
Standards
4. Reports on compliance with laws and 
regulations
5. Reports on internal control
6. Reports on prospective financial 
information
7. Reports on agreed-upon procedures
8. Reports on other assurance services
9. Reports on the processing of transactions 
by service organizations
10. Reports on supplementary financial 
information
11. Other special reports
12. Reissuance of reports
B. Prepare letters and other required 
communications
1. Errors and fraud
2. Illegal acts
3. Special reports
4. Communication with audit committees
5. Other reporting considerations covered by 
statements on auditing standards and 
statements on standards for attestation 
engagements
C. Other matters
1. Subsequent discovery of facts existing at 
the date of the auditor’s report
2. Consideration of omitted procedures after 
the report date
Suggested publications to study—auditing
• AICPA Statements on Auditing Standards
• AICPA Statements on Standards for Accounting 
and Review Services
• AICPA Statements on Quality Control Standards
• AICPA Statements on Standards for Attestation 
Engagements
• U.S. General Accounting Office Government 
Auditing Standards
• AICPA Audit and Accounting Guides:
— Audit Sampling
— Consideration of Internal Control in a Financial 
Statement Audit
• Textbooks and articles on auditing and other 
assurance services
• AICPA Auditing Procedure Studies
• AICPA Audit and Accounting Manual
• AICPA Top 10 Technologies and Their Impact on 
CPAs
• AICPA Risk Alerts
• SECPS Practice Alerts
• Single Audit Act, as amended
• Information on auditing and other assurance 
services on the AICPA Website
Sample questions for auditing are on the AICPA’s Web­
site at http://www.aicpa.org/exams.
Financial accounting & reporting
The financial accounting & reporting section tests candi­
dates’ knowledge of generally accepted accounting prin­
ciples for business enterprises and the skills needed to 
apply them in a public accounting engagement. Content 
covered in this section includes financial accounting con­
cepts and standards as well as their application in a public 
accounting engagement. Candidates will
• Obtain and document entity information for use in 
financial statement presentations
• Evaluate, analyze, and process entity information for 
reporting in financial statements
• Communicate entity information and conclusions
• Analyze information and identify data relevant to 
financial accounting and reporting
• Identify financial accounting and reporting methods 
and select those that are suitable
• Perform calculations and formulate conclusions
• Present results in writing in a financial statement for­
mat or other appropriate format
Financial accounting & reporting content 
specification outline
I. Concepts and standards for financial statements 
(20%)
A. Financial accounting concepts
B. Financial accounting standards for 
presentation and disclosure in general purpose 
financial statements
1. Consolidated and combined financial 
statements
2. Balance sheet
3. Statement(s) of income, comprehensive 
income, and changes in equity accounts
4. Statement of cash flows
5. Accounting policies and other notes to 
financial statements
C. Other presentations of financial data
1. Financial statements prepared in
conformity with comprehensive bases of 
accounting other than generally accepted 
accounting principles
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2. Personal financial statements
3. Prospective financial information
D. Financial statement analysis
II. Recognition, measurement, valuation, and 
presentation of typical items in financial 
statements in conformity with generally accepted 
accounting principles (40%)
A. Cash, cash equivalents, and marketable 
securities
B. Receivables
C. Inventories
D. Property, plant, and equipment
E. Investments
F. Intangibles and other assets
G. Payables and accruals
H. Deferred revenues
I. Notes and bonds payable
J. Other liabilities
K. Equity accounts
L. Revenue, cost, and expense accounts
III. Recognition, measurement, valuation, and
presentation of specific types of transactions and 
events in financial statements in conformity with 
generally accepted accounting principles (40%)
A. Accounting changes and corrections of errors
B. Business combinations
C. Cash flow components—financing, investing, 
and operating
D. Contingent liabilities and commitments
E. Discontinued operations
F. Earnings per share
G. Employee benefits
H. Extraordinary items
I. Financial instruments
J. Foreign currency transactions and translation
K. Income taxes
L. Interest costs
M. Interim financial reporting
N. Leases
O. Nonmonetary transactions
P. Quasi-reorganizations, reorganizations, and 
changes in entity
Q. Related parties
R. Research and development costs
S. Segment reporting
Suggested publications to study—financial 
accounting & reporting
• Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) 
Statements of Financial Accounting Standards and 
Interpretations, Accounting Principles Board 
Opinions, and AICPA Accounting Research 
Bulletins
• FASB Technical Bulletins
• AICPA Statement on Auditing Standards No. 69, 
“The Meaning of Present Fairly in Conformity 
With Generally Accepted Accounting Principles in
the Independent Auditor’s Report,” and Statement 
on Auditing Standards No. 62, “Special Reports”
• AICPA Personal Financial Statements Guide
• FASB Statements of Financial Accounting 
Concepts
• AICPA Statements of Position
• Books and articles on accounting
Sample questions for financial accounting & reporting 
are on the AICPA’s Website at http://www.aicpa.org/ 
exams.
Accounting & reporting—taxation, managerial, and 
governmental and not-for-profit organizations
The accounting & reporting—taxation, managerial, and 
governmental and not-for-profit organizations section 
tests candidates’ knowledge of principles and procedures 
for federal taxation, managerial accounting, and account­
ing for governmental and not-for-profit organizations, and 
the skills needed to apply them in a public accounting 
engagement.
Federal taxation
This portion covers knowledge applicable to federal taxa­
tion and its application in practice. Candidates will
• Analyze information and identify data relevant for 
tax purposes
• Identify issues, elections, and alternative tax 
treatments
• Perform required calculations
• Formulate conclusions
Federal taxation content specification outline
I. Federal taxation—individuals (20%)
A. Inclusions in gross income
B. Exclusions and adjustments to arrive at 
adjusted gross income
C. Deductions from adjusted gross income
D. Filing status and exemptions
E. Tax accounting methods
F. Tax computations, credits, and penalties
G. Alternative minimum tax
H. Tax procedures
II. Federal taxation—corporations (20%)
A. Determination of taxable income or loss
B. Tax accounting methods
C. S corporations
D. Personal holding companies
E. Consolidated returns
F. Tax computations, credits, and penalties
G. Alternative minimum tax
H. Other
1. Distributions
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2. Incorporation, reorganization, liquidation, 
and dissolution
3. Tax procedures
III. Federal taxation—partnerships (10%)
A. Basis of partner’s interest and bases of assets 
contributed to the partnership
B. Determination of partner’s share of income, 
credits, and deductions
C. Partnership and partner elections
D. Partner dealing with own partnership
E. Treatment of partnership liabilities
F. Distribution of partnership assets
G. Termination of partnership
IV. Federal taxation—estates and trusts, exempt 
organizations, and preparers’ responsibilities 
(10%)
A. Estates and trusts
1. Income taxation
2. Determination of beneficiary’s share of 
taxable income
3. Estate and gift taxation
B. Exempt organizations
1. Types of organizations
2. Requirements for exemption
3. Unrelated business income tax
C. Preparers’ responsibilities
Suggested publications to study—federal taxation
• Internal Revenue Code and Income Tax 
Regulations
• Internal Revenue Service Circular 230
• AICPA Statements on Responsibilities in Tax 
Practice
• Income tax textbooks
Governmental and not-for-profit organizations
This portion covers knowledge applicable to accounting 
for governmental and not-for-profit organizations and its 
application in practice. Candidates will
• Analyze and identify information relevant to 
governmental and not-for-profit accounting and 
reporting
• Identify alternative accounting and reporting 
policies and select those appropriate in specific 
situations
• Distinguish the relative weight of authority of 
differing sources of generally accepted accounting 
principles
• Perform procedures, formulate conclusions, and 
present results
Governmental and not-for-profit organizations 
content specification outline
V. Accounting for governmental and not-for-profit 
organizations (30%)
A. Governmental entities
1. Measurement focus and basis of 
accounting
2. Objectives of financial reporting
3. Uses of fund accounting
4. Budgetary process
5. Financial reporting entity
6. Elements of financial statements
7. Conceptual reporting issues
8. Accounting and financial reporting for 
state and local governments
a. Governmental-type funds and account 
groups
b. Proprietary-type funds
c. Fiduciary-type funds
9. Accounting and financial reporting for 
governmental not-for-profit organizations 
(including hospitals, colleges and 
universities, voluntary health and welfare 
organizations and other governmental not- 
for-profit organizations)
B. Nongovernmental not-for-profit organizations
1. Objectives of financial reporting
2. Elements of financial statements
3. Formats of financial statements
4. Accounting and financial reporting for 
nongovernmental not-for-profit 
organizations
a. Revenues and contributions
b. Restrictions on resources
c. Expenses, including depreciation
Suggested publications to study—governmental and 
not-for-profit organizations
• Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) 
Statements, Interpretations, and Technical Bulletins
• Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) 
Statements of Financial Accounting Standards and 
Interpretations, Accounting Principles Board 
Opinions, AICPA Accounting Research Bulletins, 
and FASB Technical Bulletins
• FASB Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts 
No. 4, ‘‘Objectives of Financial Reporting by 
Nonbusiness Organizations,” and FASB Statement 
of Financial Concepts No. 6, ‘‘Elements of 
Financial Statements”
• AICPA Statement on Auditing Standards No. 69,
‘‘The Meaning of Present Fairly in Conformity 
With Generally Accepted Accounting Principles in 
the Independent Auditor’s Report”
• AICPA Audit and Accounting Guides and 
Statements of Position relating to governmental and 
not-for-profit organizations
• Governmental and not-for-profit accounting 
textbooks and other accounting textbooks 
containing pertinent chapters
Managerial accounting
This portion covers knowledge applicable to managerial 
accounting and its application in accounting practice. 
Candidates will
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• Analyze and interpret information as a basis for 
decision making
• Determine product and service costs
• Prepare and interpret information for planning and 
control
Managerial accounting content specification outline
VI. Managerial accounting (10%)
A. Cost estimation, cost determination, and cost 
drivers
B. Job costing, process costing, and activity 
based costing
C. Standard costing and flexible budgeting
D. Inventory planning, inventory control, and 
just-in-time purchasing
E. Budgeting and responsibility accounting
F. Variable and absorption costing
G. Cost-volume-profit analysis
H. Cost allocation and transfer pricing
I. Joint and by-product costing
J. Capital budgeting
K. Special analyses for decision making
L. Product and service pricing
Suggested publications to study—managerial 
accounting
• Managerial accounting textbooks and other 
accounting textbooks containing pertinent chapters
• Accounting periodicals
Sample questions for accounting & reporting are on the 
AICPA’s Website at http://www.aicpa.org/exams.
Business law & professional responsibilities
The business law & professional responsibilities section 
tests candidates’ knowledge of a CPA’s professional 
responsibilities and of the legal implications of business 
transactions, particularly as they relate to accounting and 
auditing. Content covered in this section includes a CPA’s 
professional responsibilities, business organizations, con­
tracts, debtor-creditor relationships, government regula­
tion of business, the Uniform Commercial Code, and 
property. Candidates will be required to
• Recognize relevant legal issues
• Recognize the legal implications of certain business 
situations
• Apply the underlying principles of law to 
accounting and auditing situations
This section deals with federal and widely adopted uni­
form laws. If there is no federal or uniform law on a 
topic, the questions are intended to test knowledge of the 
law of the majority of jurisdictions. Professional ethics 
questions are based on the AICPA Code of Professional
Conduct because it is national in its application, whereas 
codes of other organizations and jurisdictions may be 
limited in their application.
Business law & professional responsibilities content 
specification outline
I. Professional and legal responsibilities (15%)
A. Code of professional conduct
B. Proficiency, independence, and due care
C. Responsibilities in other professional services
D. Disciplinary systems imposed by the 
profession and state regulatory bodies
E. Common law liability to clients and third 
parties
F. Federal statutory liability
G. Privileged communications and confidentiality
H. Responsibilities of CPAs in business and 
industry, and in the public sector
II. Business organizations (20%)
A. Agency
1. Formation and termination
2. Duties of agents and principals
3. Liabilities and authority of agents and 
principals
B. Partnership, joint ventures, and other 
unincorporated associations
1. Formation, operation, and termination
2. Liabilities and authority of partners and 
owners
C. Corporations
1. Formation and operation
2. Stockholders, directors, and officers
3. Financial structure, capital, and 
distributions
4. Reorganization and dissolution
D. Estates and trusts
1. Formation, operation, and termination
2. Allocation between principal and income
3. Fiduciary responsibilities
4. Distributions
III. Contracts (10%)
A. Formation
B. Performance
C. Third party assignments
D. Discharge, breach, and remedies
IV. Debtor-creditor relationships (10%)
A. Rights, duties, and liabilities of debtors and 
creditors
B. Rights, duties, and liabilities of guarantors
C. Bankruptcy
V. Government regulation of business (15%)
A. Federal securities acts
B. Employment regulation
C. Environmental regulation
VI. Uniform commercial code (20%)
A. Negotiable instruments
B. Sales
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C. Secured transactions
D. Documents of title
VII. Property (10%)
A. Real property including insurance
B. Personal property including bailments and 
computer technology rights
Suggested publications to study—business law & 
professional responsibilities
• AICPA Code of Professional Conduct
• AICPA Statements on Auditing Standards dealing 
explicitly with proficiency, independence, and due 
care
• AICPA Statement on Standards for Consulting 
Services
• AICPA Statements on Responsibilities in Personal 
Financial Planning Practice
• Books covering business law, auditing, and 
accounting
Sample questions for business law & professional 
responsibilities are on the AICPA’s Website at 
http://www.aicpa.org/exams.
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SUMMARY OF COVERAGE
May 1998 through November 1999 Uniform CPA Examinations
The following summary of coverage provides an analysis of the Content Specification Outline coverage for the May 
1998 through November 1999 Uniform CPA Examinations. This summary is intended only as a study aid and should 
not be used to predict the content of future Examinations.
How to interpret this chart
The percentages in bold indicate the percentage points allocated to each type of question on these Examinations. 
For example, on the November 1998 Business Law & Professional Responsibilities section (LPR), 60 percent of the 
examination points were allocated to multiple-choice questions, 20 percent of the points were allocated to other objective 
answer format (OOAF), and 20 percent of the points were allocated to essays.
We have also provided the actual number of multiple-choice questions asked for each part and area of the Content 
Specification Outlines, e.g., for the November 1998 Examination, under the Professional and Legal Responsibilities 
part of LPR, there were 5 multiple-choice questions asked; of those 5, none dealt with the Code of Professional Conduct 
area. In addition, we have indicated the percentage of OOAF and essay questions asked for each part of each section. 
For example, none of the OOAFs tested the Professional and Legal Responsibilities part of LPR for the November 
1998 Examination, but 10% of the essays assessed that part.
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Nonmember
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Candidate Kit 875040RM $93.60 $134.00
Uniform CPA Examination Selected Questions 
& Unofficial Answers Indexed to
Content Specification Outlines* 079253RM $69.50 $87.00
Uniform CPA Examination Calculator* 875001RM $8.00 $9.00
Information for Uniform CPA Examination 
Candidates, 15th Ed.* 874077RM $5.95 $7.50
Uniform CPA Examination Selected Questions 
& Unofficial Answers Supplement 2000*
079257RM $34.95 $43.95
Uniform CPA Examination
Sample Test 2000* 875014RM $9.95 $12.50
Uniform CPA Examination
Preparation Guide 875011RM $8.00 $10.00
Digest of State Accountancy Laws 
and Regulations 064100RM $30.00 $37.50
Information for International Uniform
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UNIFORM CPA EXAMINATION PUBLICATIONS
CANDIDATE KIT
The Candidate Kit includes the following three 
study aids: Uniform CPA Examination Selected 
Questions & Unofficial Answers Indexed to Con­
tent Specification Outlines, Uniform CPA Exami­
nation Selected Questions & Unofficial Answers 
Supplement 2000, Uniform CPA Exam Sample 
Test 2000, Uniform CPA Examination Calcula­
tor, and Information for Uniform CPA Examina­
tion Candidates, 15th Edition.
Student/
AICPA
Member Nonmember
No. 875040 per kit $93.60 $134.00
INFORMATION FOR UNIFORM CPA
EXAMINATION CANDIDATES, 15th Edition
This booklet provides the content specification 
outlines for each section of the Examination, a 
directory of the State Boards of Accountancy, 
instructions for Examination day, and other perti­
nent information concerning the Examination.
All candidates should read this booklet before 
taking the Uniform CPA Examination.
Student/
AICPA
Member Nonmember
No. 874077— $5.95 $7.50
when ordered separately
UNIFORM CPA EXAMINATION
CALCULATOR
The calculator is similar to the calculator used 
on the Uniform CPA Examination. Exact details 
may vary between this model and the actual
Examination calculator. If you decide to take 
the examination, you may not bring this calcula­
tor to the examination site. You will be given a 
calculator to use during the examination.
Student/
AICPA
Member Nonmember
No. 875001— $8.00 $9.00
when ordered separately
UNIFORM CPA EXAMINATION SELECTED 
QUESTIONS & UNOFFICIAL ANSWERS 
INDEXED TO CONTENT SPECIFICATION 
OUTLINES
This study aid indexes past Uniform CPA Exam­
ination questions and unofficial answers 
according to each Examination section’s content 
specification outline. The questions have been 
selected by the staff of the AICPA Examina­
tions Team and arranged by question format: 
multiple-choice, other objective answer format, 
and essay questions and problems. The ques­
tions that appear in this publication have 
appeared on the examination but will not be 
used on future examinations.
The unofficial answers have been prepared by 
the staff and reviewed by the AICPA Board of 
Examiners. A summary of coverage for the May 
1996 through May 1998 examinations has also 
been included. The summary lists the total num­
ber of questions by section, content specifica­
tion outline, and format.
Special
Student
Member
AICPA
Member Nonmember
No. 079253— $34.75 $69.50 $87.00
when ordered separately
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UNIFORM CPA EXAMINATION 
PREPARATION GUIDE
The Preparation Guide discusses question writ­
ing in the larger context of question develop­
ment and licensing, and contains guidelines and 
illustrations for writing good Uniform CPA 
Examination questions.
Student/
AICPA
Member Nonmember
No. 875011 $8.00 $10.00
DIGEST OF STATE ACCOUNTANCY LAWS 
AND REGULATIONS
The Digest, published jointly by the National 
Association of State Boards of Accountancy and 
the AICPA, summarizes each jurisdiction’s 
requirements to earn and retain the CPA designa­
tion.
INFORMATION FOR INTERNATIONAL 
UNIFORM CPA QUALIFICATION EXAMINATION 
CANDIDATES, 3rd Edition
The AICPA offers to boards of accountancy a 
reciprocal certifying examination for Canadian 
and Australian Chartered Accountants, which is 
called the International Uniform CPA Qualifica­
tion Examination (IQEX). This handbook pro­
vides the basic information that Canadian and 
Australian Chartered Accountants need to pre­
pare to take IQEX, including how to be certi­
fied as a U.S. certified public accountant, the 
content that will be tested on the examination, 
and how to apply to take the examination.
Student/
AICPA
Member Nonmember
No. 874206 $5.25 $6.50
Student/
AICPA
Member Nonmember
No. 064100
Available August 2000
AICPA student membership information and application can be found on AICPA’s Web site— 
www. aicpa.org/edu/studaff/index. htm.
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